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Agapkin and G. I. Griskuk for their assistance in 

the work. 

Note added in proof (April 19, 1957). Later meas

urements with a thinner source force one to believe 

that the level with 172 kev energy apparently ex

ists. The intensity of the a-decay to this level lies 

within the stated limits. 

In the 4.675-4.850 Mev region, levels with excita· 

tion energies 373 kev (rv 0.002%), 426 kev 

(rv 0.005%), 497 kev (rv 0.0015%) and, apparently, 

336 kev (0.0035%) have been discovered. The first 

two of these levels correspond to states observed 

in y- y coincidences. 
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The statistical tensors of particles produced in reactions of the types a + b ~ c + d 
and a~ c + d have been obtained in the most general case, when the incident beam and 
the target particles are in definite spin states. New selection rules are deduced which 
supplement the general selection rules of Simon and Welton 1,2. The first of these rules 
can be regarded as a generalization of the rule according to which the polarization vec
tor of the particles produced in the reaction is perpendicular to the plane of the reaction 
if the incident and target particles are unpolarized. The second rule states that the sta
tistical tensor of a particle produced in the reaction, defined relative to the direction of 
its momentum, is either purely real or purely imaginary if the incident and target particles 
are unpolarized. As a particular case, the decay of an unstable particle into particles of 
spins 'l, and 0 is considered, and it is shown that the polarization and angular distribution 
of these particles depend only on the spin and spin state of the decaying particle. 

THE GENERAL THEORY of nuclear reactions 
has already been broadly developed in the pa

pers of Simon and Welton 1 • 2 • In the present paper 

a new method is proposed for obtaining the statisti

cal tensors (for definition see Appendix I) of parti

cles produced in a reaction. It has been given brief-
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ly and in a somewhat different form in Ref. 3 (for a 
method of very similar conception, see Ref. 4). 
This approach permits a relativistic generalization 
and also immediate generalization to the case of 
nuclear reactions with more than two particles in 
the final state. In a similar fashion one can use 
the diagonal character of the S matrix with respect 
to other conserved physical quantities to obtain a 
number of general properties of processes in 
quantum-mechanical systems. 

In this paper the formalism of Dirac5 is widely 
used (cf. Ch. I-IV, especially Sec. 17). 

1. We consider reactions of the types 
a+ b-> c + d and a-> c +d. a, b, c, d denote either 
"elementary" particles or nuclei, with spins ia, ib, 
i c• i d· The spin is treated in the Pauli approxima
tion, and in this sense the treatment will be non
relativistic (in particular, particles with rest mass 
zero are not considered). Knowing the initial state 
of the system (before the reaction), and assuming 
as known the elements of the S matrix in the corre
sponding representation, we can obtain the wave 
function of the final state*. 

(1.1) 

Summation or integration with respect to ~is under
stood. The indices ~and 71 denote a complete set 
of quantities characterizing the states of the sys
tem (type of particle, etc., see below the complete 
set for a system of two particles). 7J"Pto is the 

probability amplitude for the quantities 71 to have 
the values 71' in the final state, if the system was 
initially in the state ~. 5 

0 

But the initial and final states must be described 
not by wave functions, but by density matrices, 
since the states of the system before and after the 
reaction are, generally speaking, mixed ensem. 

bles 7• 13 • 

*The relation (l.l) is ordinarily written as applied to 
reactions of the type a + b -> c + d. In this case 
S = U(oo, -oo), where the operator U(t, f.o), for example, 
satisfies the Schroedinger equation (in the interaction 
representation)6 

iha [; (t, to)/ at= fi. [; (t, to). 
lilt . 

But if the particle a has sufficiently long lifetime so 
that one can speak approximately about a definite 
(quasistationary) initial state (with definite energy, 

etc.), then (I. I) can be written also for the reaction 
a-> c + d, wh·ere now S = {}(oo, 0) (the time is counted 
from the instant of production of the unstable particle). 

For example, an unpolarized beam of particles inci
dent on the target is described by an ensemble in 
which the probabilities of all possible orientations 
of the spin are equal. We define the density matrix 
as 

where the P a are the weights of the pure states 

(hPCL= 1). 
a 

By means of Eq. (l.l) we find that the density 
matrix of the final state is given by: 

("'l~ I p' I 'Yl;) = (·'l~ I s I ~1) (-r~~ I s I ~zr (~1 I P I ~2) 

= ('Yl~ I Sps+ I 'Yl;), (1.3) 

the diagonal elements (71' \ p' \77') give the probabil
ity that after the reaction the system will be in the 
state 71' if the initial state was characterized by 
the density matrix (1.2). 

We shall use henceforth instead of the S matrix 
the scattering matrix R = S- 1, all elements of 
which are the same as those of the S matrix with 
the exception of lhose for transitions without 
change of state6 • 

It is well known that in an isolated system the 
total angular momentum], its projection M, the to
tal momentum P, and the total energy E are con
served. An expression of this fact is the diagonal 
character of the S (orR) matrix with respect to 
tl:ese quanti ties. Generally speaking, however, ], 
M, P, and E cannot belong to the same complete 
set. Therefore in the general case one has to write 
down the condition of the diagonal character of the 
elements of the R matrix with respect to ], M, and 
E in the representation of a set including], M, and 
E, then express in terms of these elements the ma
trix elements of the R matrix in the representation 
of another complete set including P, and write the 
condition that the matrix be diagonal with respect 
to P. The performance of these operations in prac
tice would require rather cumbersome unitary trans
formations. 

There does exist, however, a system of coordi
nates in which we can make use of the diagonal 
character of the R matrix with respect to ], M, E 
and P all at once. Namely, if. for the description 
of a system of two particles we have chosen the 
system of coordinates in which P2 = 0, then in a 
set including], M, and E there can also be includ
ed: the spins i c and i d of the two particles, the to-
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tal spin s, the total orbital angular momentum l of 
the particles relative to the center of mass*, the 

orbital angular momentum L of the entire system rel
ative to the origin of coordinates (see below), the total 
orbital angular momentum .zcf3 = L + 7), and the ab
solute value P of the total momentum ~f the system 
(equal to zero) t . Since the operator L can be writ

ten CRc x P], where He is the operator of the center 

of mass, then in those states in which P = 0 we 
have also L = 0 (and we are indeed considering 
only states of the system for which P = 0 and con-

sequently P = 0). Since P2 is conserved, then 
L == 0 always, and the total orbital angular momen
tum of the system is equal to l. For a reaction of 
the type a+ b-> c + d, for example, we have in the 
the representation of this complete set 

(icids'l'L':£'P'.!'M'E'a' I R I iaibslL:£0.!MEa) 

= (icids'l'Ol'a' I Rgn:; I iaibslOla) (1.4) 

The upper indices indicate the dependence of the 
diagonal elements on P, J, and E; it can be shown 
that they are independent of M. In what follows the 

indices ic, id, etc., for the spins of the particles 
will not be written out, and also the indices for the 
total momentum and the quantities L and£ are 
dropped, both in the elements of the R matrix anrl 
in those of the density matrix (in other words, no 
indication is shown of the motion of the system as 
a whole, i.e., of the fact that it is at rest in the 
chosen system of coordinates). 

In the representation of the complete set s, l, J, 
M, E, a, and with the use of Eq. (1.4), Eq. (1.3) 
takes the form: 

(s~l~J 1M1£1a~ I p' I s~L;J2M2E2a~) 
= (s~l~a~ I RJ,E, I S1l1al) (s~l~a; I Rl,E, I S2l2a2)" 

(1.5) 

*In the center-of-mass system 

~ = [(~- Rc)Pcl + [(l·d- Rc) Pd] 

= [(~- Rc) Pel+ [(rd- Rc) (- Pc)l = [(r:- ~)Pel· 
Here p c = -p a are the momentum operators of the parti
cles in the center-of-mass system. 

t We remark that, generally speaking, a complete set 
must also include the masses of the particles. For brev
ity they are not written out explicitly. The complete set 
may also include a number of other variables, for exam
ple the intrinsic parities of the two particles. All of 
these are denoted by the letter a. 

2. The meaning of Eq. (1.1) or (1.3) consists in 
the expression of the unknown parameters that de
termine t/1' or p1 in the form of elements of the S 
matrix. The conservation laws reduce the number 
of these parameters. We must now find out how this 
manifests itself in the description of the angular 
distribution and spin state of the products c and d 
of the reaction in question. The essence of what 

follows is comprised in transformations (for the 
most part unitary) from the representation of the 
final and initial states of the reaction in the quan
tities s, l, J, M, E, which are not directly measured, 
into a representation of quantities that are experi
mentally measured. 

To characterize the final state we require the 
elements of the density matrix that are diagonal 
with respect to pc (the momentum in the center-of
mass system), and also the statistical tensors 
(briefly: the c-tensors) describing the spin state of 
the products of the reaction (cf Appendix I). We 
denote the set of these quantities by the symbol 
p' (pc; qc Vc qdVd ). We note that according to Eqs. 
(1.1)-(1.3) the indices Pc can be regarded also as 
parameters of the c-tensors of rarticles c and d 
(these being quantities proportional to the mean 
values of the corresponding spin operators in the 
ensemble of particles with momentum Pc). 

In a problem of the type a + b -> c + d the initial 
state is characterized by a definite value of the 
quantity Pc and by c-tensors. The symbolic nota
tion is 

(cf. Appendix II). 

Hereafter we shall specify momenta p in terms of 
their absolute values p and the corresponding unit 
vectors n with spherical angles~. cp. 

Thus we have to express 

(sl/1J1Ml£lal! rjl s~lzJzMzEzaz) 

in terms of (na, Pa; qavaqb'~b) (p~ I Pa) (p~ [ Pa)· 

This is accomplished by means of successivetrans
formations from one representation to another, using 
the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients ( j 1 j 2m1m2 \ j 1 j 2 jm) or 

C /,~:,,j,m,8 • 9 and the correctly norm ali zed (cf. Appen-. 

dix II) transformation functions (&~p I lv.E): 
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X 

(2.1) 

!. denotes summation or integration (with respect to The majority of the sums over magnetic quantum 
E/.and E2') over all indices occurring twice. We in- numbers in Eq. (2.1) actually do not contribute, by 
sert into Eq. ( 2.1) the expression (11.2) for ( 3-fp i l[LE) virtue of the properties of the Clebsch-Gordan coef-
and use the formula ficients, but it is convenient to keep them for the 

Y (n) y (n) carrying-out of the summation over these indices. l,fJ., l,p., 
For this we use the following typical formula: 

(2.2) 

= (-· 1r·-j,-z, [(2sl + 1) (2s2 + 1) (2j +I) (2! + I)J~ (2.3) 

The relation (2.3) can be obtained by means of Eq. 
(l), (18), and (19) of Ref. 9, and also from Eq. (3) 
in Ref. 10, and the coefficients X are defined in 
Ref. 10 and l. By means of Eq. ( 2. 3) one at once 
carries out in Eq. (2.1) the sum over me, m~, ma, ma 

of the product of the first, second, third, and last 
Clebsch-Sordan coefficients (we note that 

-m~ -md= -m~). After this one can take the sum 
over m:, m;, p.:, ~[again a sum of the type (2.3)], 
and one finally gets from Eq. (2.1): 

X [(2s~ +I) (2s; +I) (2qc +I) (2qd + 1)]'1'X (icq)c; s~ q's;; idqdid) 

X I(2l~ +I) (2!; +I) (2J~ +I) (2J~ +I) (2q' + 1)]'1' 

(2.4) 
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The sum 2 is taken over sl~ Sz~ z:, z;~ I:, I;, q ~ L', 
I' and over v ', ML, M:, M;, M'; and 

(cf. Appendix II). 
Equations (2.1) and (2.4) are written in the center

of-mass coordinate system, the z, y, and x directions 
being so far arbitrary. For the flux of particles the 
most obvious distinguished direction in space is 
the direction n of this flux. We introduce the c-ten
sors p' (nc, (Jc, a'; qc-rcqd-ra) with indices '"r re-
ferred to nc as axis of quantization. The expres
sion of these tensors in terms of the old c-tensors 
has the form: 

p' (nc, Pc,a'; qc-::cqd'=d) = ~ D:~vc (- ;:, &c,;:- ?c) 
''c'~d 

X D~:vd (- ;:, &c, 7:- ?c) p' (nc, Pc• a'; qcvcqdvd), 

(2.5) 

TT - cp c' V c' and -rr are the Eulerian angles* of the 

rotation gc of the axes zyx that makes the z axis 
coincide with the direction of nc and they axis 
p erp endi cular to the old direction of the z axis and 
to nc; the rotation inverse to gc = {-;;:,&c. rr- ~c}, 

is written g;-1 =-= {c;;c, &c, 0}. We note that the 
spherical angles are reckoned as before from the 
old axes zyx; one has only introduced a new axis 
of quantization for the spin indices. 

Substituting Eq. (2.4) into Eq. (2.5), we can first 
carry out the summation over v c and v d: 

"" Dqc ( ) D"d {}'~' 
.LJ "c'~c g 7d"d (g) Cqcvcqd"d 

Vc,Vd 

q' q'7 c+7 d 
= D•c+Td·"' (g) Cqc7cqd7d' 

(2.6) 

We introduce the notation ~' = '"rc + '"rd. Using this 

same formula (2.6) 1 , we can carry out the sum over 

v' and ml_, if we use the relation 

The final result is: 

f I l'M' 
>< ~ D]' (-- " --") cQ'•' (- I)q'+ 7 ' (- 1)12 -M2 c: , · , 

/ ' 7' AI' "• V'c, ,. -"c q 7 7d'd J "J -M 
....... l I c c 1 •'I'll :! 2 

(2.7) 

X [ (2qc + 1) (2qd + 1) J'1'X (icqcic; s~ q' s~; idqdid) X 

>< o:, (J~z: s~; J'q'; J;l~ s;) (s~l~J~M~E~a' I p' 1 s~l~J~M;E~a'), 

*The indices v (or 1:) of the c-tensors are "contravari
ant" (indices of the representation). Therefore p(qv) 

transforms on three-dimensional rotation like Y ;v (0, <D)= 
= (qv I O<D). Equation (2.5) is obtained by simply taking 
the complex conjugate of the formula for transforming the 
spherical functions, which we write in the form 

}' qn (n') = ~ Y qm (n) D'/n,n (g-1), 

if the transformation of a unit vector by the rotation g is 
':"ritten n 1 = go. If the rotation g is treated as a rotation 
of the coordinate system (right-handed), it can be speci
fied by the Eulerian angles cp1 (rotation around the z 
axis), .& (rotation around the y• axis), and <p2 (rotation 
around the z• axis), All rotations are clockwise. We em
phasize that the Eulerian angle{} is ordinarily defined 
as a rotation around the x' axis, but only with our defini
tion will the formula written above be correct. 

with the functions pl as in Ref. 11. See this reference 
mn 

also for the definition of the spherical functions. 

where the coefficient G't", is defined in Ref. 2, Eq. 
(3.3); the sum is taken overs:, s;, z:, z;, q', I:, I;,]' 
and over M:, M;, M'. 

Similarly one gets the expressions of 
(sJJ1M1E 1 41 I p I s 2 l2M2 E2 a,_) in terms of 

Pa.,.~(na, Pa; qavaqbvb) 

or of Pa.,. ~ (n·a, Pa; qa 't"a qb 't"b ); 

[we refer to the corresponding formulas as Eqs. (2.8) 
and (2.9)]. 

Refraining from a change in notation, we remark 
that the corresponding transformation functions are 
obtained by simply taking complex conjugates of the 
transformatiOil functions in Eqs. (2.4) and (2. ?)(i.e., 
taking complex conjugates of all the coefficients of 
(s~l/I:M/E/a'l p' I s;z;I~M;E;a') in Eqs. (2.4) and (2.7) 

and replacing[(2ic + 1)(2id + 1)]"4 by 

[(2ia t l)(2ib + I)] -"4 [cf. Eqs. (1.3) and (1.4)]. 
Combination of Eqs. (2.4), (1.5), and (2.8) gives 

the first final formula [we shall call it Eq. (2.10)]; 
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all spin indices and spherical angles are referred 
to an arbitrarily chosen system of axes zyx. Since 
I:= I 1, I;= I 2 , 11: = M1, and 11; = M2 , the sum over 
M1 .and 112 is easily carried out. 

] (J1J2M1- M2 I J1J2J' M') 
Af,M, 

and thus we also have I'= I, M' = M. Moreover, 

where the symbol ( Pc; pa) expresses the law of 
conservation of energy in the momentum represen
tation. All the transformations are exhausted by 
this, and Eq. (2.10) can easily be written out in fi
nal form, but it is very cumbersome. 

Combination of Eqs. (2.7), (1.5) and (2.8) gives 
the second final formula, Eq. (2.11). If in Eq. (8)* of 

Ref. 3 we replace A.~/4 by the normalizing factor 
N/(417)2 (cf. Appendix II) and D~ x• ('fA, .&A, 0) by 

) 

(2.12) 

[this is required by the change of definition of the 
c-tensors, cf. Eq. (5) in Ref. 3 and Eq. (II.3)], then 
the combination of Eqs. (7), (8\ and (9) in Ref. 3 
will also be Eq. (2.11). 

It can be shown that it follows from Eq. (2.12) 
that the c-tensors of the final state depend essen
tially on the parameters of the rotation g g -t of 

c a 

the system of axes z y x distinguished by the in-
a a. a 

itial state (the axis Za II na, and the direction of 
the axis y a can be given by the spin state; for ex
ample, it can be directed along the component of 
the polarization vector perpendicular to na) into 

the system of axes z cY cXc (the axis zc II nc, and 

axis Yc II [~~ax nc]). Thus all the quantities in 
Eq. (2.11) can be defined relatively to a number of 
physical directions of the reaction a + b -> c + d, 
so that for Eq. (2.11) one can dispense with the in
troduction of any auxiliary coordinate system. In 
the coordinate system ordinarily used, coinciding 
with the system of axes ZaYaXa, we have 
gcg~1 = 1-17,-e-, 17 - cp }, where,}, cp are the spherical 

*There is a mistake in Eq. (8) of Ref. 3: the exponent 

on the square brackets 

[(2s1 + 1)(2s2 + 1)(2s~ + 1)(2s~ + 1)] must be -%, not+%. 

angles of the direction nc in such a system of co
ordinates. 

If the spin state of the incident beam a and the 
target particles b is completely unpolarized or has 
axial symmetry 

then the sum over --c in Eq. (2.11) there remains 
only (cf. note * on page 839) 

D~,0 (-7:, .&, ,.-:- ?) = P~'o (cos&) 

and the c-tensors of the final state [including the 
angular distribution p (nc, Pc, a'; 0000)] do not de
pend on cp. This is natural, since in this case the 
choice of the axis y a is completely arbitrary and 
nothing can depend physically on such a choice. 

By a procedure analogous to that explained for 
Eq. (2.11), the general formula for a reaction of the 
type a-> c + d can be obtained: 

r/ (nc, Pc. a.'; qc"-cqd-:d) 

= N~ (4,.-:)-1 [(2ic + 1) (2id+ 1)(' (2s + 1)-'1' 

X~(-1)q'+~'q~~qd~d[(2qc+ 1) 

X (2qd + 1)(' X (icqcic; s~q's~; idqdid) 

X G~, (sl~ si ;q q'; sl; s;) (2.13) 

)( (s~l~oc' I RsE f oc1) (s;t;oc' I R"E I oc2)"". 

The sum is taken over q', --c ', s:, s~, t:, t;, q, v; 
and 

p(qv) are the c-tensors of particle a, s is its spin, 
and E is its total energy. The symbol (pc I E) is 
equal to unity if Pc is a root of the equation 

and zero if Pc does not satisfy this equation (cf. 
Appendix II). 

Let us analyze the case in which particles a and 
b are identical (and/or particles c and d). Let the 
variables of the complete set ( 1 (and I; 2 ) in the 
definition of the density matrix (1.2) be the momen
ta p1 and p2 of the particles a:nd their spin compo
nents m1 and m2 • Then it is necessary that 
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(~1 I P I P1, P2• mL, m2) 

= (- 1)2i (~1 I ? I P2, P1• m~, ml), (2.14) 

i.e., the elements of the density matrix with fixed 
,;1 must either change sign, if the identical part:i
cles have half-integral spin, or remain unchanged, 
for flose particles, depending on whether we as-

Taking into account the fact that 

cribe to the "first" particle a the momentum p1 and 
the spin component m1 and to the "second" the mo
mentum p2 and the component m2 , or ascribe p2 and 
m2 to the -first" and p1 and m1 to the "second". 
The same must hold inclependently for the indices 
,;1 with fixed ,;2 • Introducing instead of p1 andp2 

the total momentum P and the momentum in the 
center-of-mass system p, we can write Eq. (2.14) 
in the form: 

(~1 I P I - p, i, i, m2. m1) 

= (~1 I p I l;J.piism) (/IJ.p I Tc- il-, '-? + .-:, p) (iism 1 iim2m1) 

= (;1 I p lliJ.fJiism)(-1) 1 (/[J.p! &, 'f, p)(-l)s-2i (iism 1 iim 1m2) 

(index P omitted), we find that the element of the density matrix symmetrized with respect to the right

hand indices [satisfying Eq. (2.14)] has the form 

(~1 I P I p, m1, m2)sym = 2-'l, [(~1 I p I p m 1m 2) + (- 1)2i (~1 1 p 1- p, m2m1)] 

= T'1' (~1 I p ll!J.psm) [ 1 + ( -1)1+ 8
] (liJ.p I &ryp) (iism I iim1m2 ). 

(2.15) 

Therefore, if particles a and b are identical, then 
in addition to making the corresponding indices 
equal (ia = ib = i, etc.) in Eqs. (2.10) and (2.11) 
we must insert under the sign of summation a fac
tor 

A similar factor (with primes on l and s) is inserted 
• in Eqs. (2.4), (2.7), (2.11), etc., if c and dare iden-

tical. 
3. The final state of a reaction of the type 

a+ b -> c + d is described, generally speaking, by 
(2ic + 1)2 + (2id + 1)2 c-tensors (cf. Appendix I). 
But it turns out that in the case of a completely un
polarized initial state a happy choice of the axis of 
quantization reduces the number of the c-tensors of 
the final state, for the calculation of which a 
knowledge of the matrix elements (1.4) is necessary. 

Ordinarily the z axis of the coordinate system in 
which a formula of the type of Eq. (2.10) is written 
is directed along na. Let us direct it perpendicular 
to the plane of the reaction, i.e., along the vector 

[na x nc]. Thus for each case of the reaction its 
own z axis is chosen. We then direct the x axis 
along na, so that the direction of the incident beam 
is always described in the same way: .&a= 7../2, 
!fa= 0*. The angle Cflc now is the angle between 

the directions of the momentum Pc and of the incident 
beam. For the following considerations we need the 
following factor in the general term of the sum L of 
Eq. (2.10), in the chosen coordinate system: 

x('r: / 2, ?c) Y~,mL (or/ 2, 0). 
(3.1) 

From the properties of the coefficients 
(t; z;oo_iz: l; L'O) and (l/200 \l 1l2 LO) and from the 

*Rut the c-tensors of the spin states of the beam and 
the target will, generally speaking, be different for dif
ferent z axes. They can be expressed in terms of 
c-tensors referred, for example, to na as axis of quanti
zation, by the formulas of Sec. 2 [of the type of Eq. 
(2.5)]. 
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law of conservation of spatial parity of the system 
it follows that z; + l~ + L', l 1 + l 2 + L, and 
z; + l~ + l 1 + [2 must be even numbers. Therefore 
L' + L is also even. This fact is a sort of selec
tion rule that does not depend on the choice of the 
coordinate system. 

In virtue of the properties of associated Legendre 
polynomials of the first kind, the functions 

Yt,u(77 /2, cp) are nonvanishing only for l +fl. even. 
Therefore the only terms in Eq. (2.10) not equal to 
zero are those with even L' + mL, L + mL and con

sequently even L' + L + mL + mv and finally even 

mL + mL. From the properties of the first two 
Clebsch-Gordan coefficients in (3 .1) we have 
v' + mL'= V + mL, from which we have 
v'- v = mL - mL. Since v', v, mL, and mtare 
whole numbers, the selection rule obtained can be 
expressed as follows: v' + v must be an even num
ber if the axis of quantization is chosen perpendicu
lar to the plane of the reaction. In the important 
special case of completely unpolarized incident 
beam and target [in all coordinate sys terns all 

p(na, Pa; qavaqbvb) other than p(na, Pa; 0000) are 
equal to zero] this rule states that only the 
p (be, Pc; qcVc qdvd) with even Vc + vd are nonvan
ishing. 

In particular, the vanishing of 
p' (De, Pc; 1, ± 1, 0, 0) and p1 (nc, Pc; 0, 0,1, ±1) 
means that the polarization vector for each of the 
particles c and d must be perpendicular to the plane 
of the reaction if the incident beam and the target 
are unpolari zed 1. 

If in Eq. (2.11) we assume the initial state com
pletely unpolarized and choose the usual coordi
nate system (z axis II na), then we can obtain one 
more selection rule. In this case p1 (n, p; qcrecOO) 
[or p' (n, p; OOqd'td )] depends on rec owing to the 
following factors in the general term of the sum 

(cf. Eq. (8) in Ref. 3, with D~x' (?A• .&A, 0) re-

placed by D~c• 0 (-77, .& , 77- cp)-cf. Sec. 2): 

(- lfcG..,c (Jll~si;J qc; 

• ' J (\ 
J2l2s2) D""c• o (- "• V", ;-:- y), 

or, taking into account the expression (3.3) of Ref. 
2 for Cree and the formula 

D~. o (?2• .&, ?1) 

the factors in question are 

(qcl-:c --:c i qcJL'O) Y,, ..,c (.&, 0). 

Similarly, p'(nc, Pc; qc -recOO) depends on --'1"c 
owing to the factors 

From the law of conservation of the spatial parity 
of the system, and owing to the occurrence of the co- · 

efficients a: z; 00 It: z; L'O), (lll2 00 llll2LO), and 
(O]OOIOJLO) in Cree and Go, we have: 

l 1 + l 2 + z: + z;, z: + z; + L', al'd l 1 + l 2 + J are even 
numbers, from which it follows that] + L' (and, of 
course, ] - L') must also be an even number. There
fore 

(qJ-"" lqJL'O) c c c 1 c 

(-l)qc+l-L' (qJ-:c--:cJqJL'O) 

= (- l)qc (qJ-:c- "c j qJL'O).' 

Taking into account that 

Y 1 ._..,c (.&, 0) = (- lrcy,, ..,c (.&, 0), 

we get 

p' (n, p; qc, --:c, 0,0) 

-( l)qc+ 7 c ' ( · -- - p n, p, qc, "c' 0, 0). 

Taking into account now the Hermitian property of 
the c-tensors*, we conclude finally that if the ini
tial state is completely unpolarized all the 
p'(n, p; qc recOO) with even qc are real, and those 
with odd qc are purely imaginaryt. This fact makes 
almost as great a simplification in the problem of 
finding the spin state of the system c + d as the pre
ceding selection rule. In particular, if the particle cis 
unstable, the selection rules that have been presented 

make it possible to simplify somewhat the descrip
tion of the initial state of the reaction of its decay, 
without any sort of hypotheses about its production. 

Similar selection rules can also be found for the 

*One easily convinces oneself from (1.3) that to the 
Hermiti.an property of the density matrix, 
(mriPI m2)• = (m2 fpl m1) there corresponds the following 
property of the c-tensors: p• (q, v) = (-1)v (q, --v). 

t There exists a certain generalization of this selec
tion rule: the contribution to p' (n, p; qTOO) from each 
c-tensor p (na, Pa; qaOqbO) is real if q + qa + q0 

is even, and purely imaginary if q + qa + qb is odd. 
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reaction of the type a-> c + d (directing the z axis 
respectively perpendicular and parallel to nc and 
regarding particle a as completely unpolarized). 

4. We now obtain some consequences that follow 
from Eq. (2.13) for the reaction a-> c + d in the par
ticular case ic = 1~, id = 0, of which an important 
·example is provided by the decay of the N particle: 
N-> p + rr-. First, for id = 0 

X (icq)c; s~q's;; OqdO) 

=~ (2ic + lfl (2q + tr-'" 0qdo0q 4 ,;; , . i3 , .• 
c c sl lc s2 lc 

Second, for ic =%,from the triads 
GT' (sz: 1~; q qc; sz; %) in Eq. (2.13) we have 
l.' = s ± 1~, l~ = s ± %, i.e., z: and l~ can differ only 
by unity. If the elements of the R matrix in Eq. 
(2.13) are nonvanishing only for transitions that 
conserve spatial parity, then z: and z; must have 
the same parity. We get the rule that z; = l/= l'= 
s + 1~ or else z: = z; = l:, s -'~ depending on the un
known parity of particle a and the parities of c and 
d. In what follows it is assumed that the ensemble 
of particles a is a pure state with respect to the 
variable a[i.e., Pa,,a.,_(qv) = p(a; qv) oaa.,_oaa.,_]. 

In Eq. (2.13) there then remains just one nonvan
ishing element of the R matrix. and if there are no 
alternative modes of rl.ecay of a, then from the uni
tary property of the S matrix' it follows that 

e /2 0 1 /2/' a.' I RsE I a.) e /2 0 J /2 l' tt.' ! R 52
1 a)'' = 1. 

(4.1) 

If there are other decay schemes (a-> c '+ d'), 
then on the right side of Eq. ( 4.1) we must put in 
place o.f unity the total probability w of the decay 
of a by the scheme a -> c + d (0 < w < l). 

If now, furthermore, we integrate 
p 1 (nc, Pc, a'; qc 1:c 00) (with the weight factor 

V /(2rrh) 3-c{. Appendix ID over the range of momen
ta (pc, Pc + ~p) containing momenta pc that make 
(p c I E) equal to unity, and denote the resulting 

quantities by' T :"~ (&, ? ) L1Q (index a' omitted), then 
from Eq. (2.13) we get 

Tqc (& ~~) = w (2s + 1)-'!z 
-rc ' ' 4 Y2 11: 

~ (- l)qd-7cG7c(sl' lj~,q qc; s!' lj2) (4.2) 
qv 

On interchange of the upper and lower sets of ar
guments of the coefficient G1:c(sl''~; qqc; sl''~), 
there must appear before G1: the factor 

. -· c 
(-1) 2s+l+r!i-Qc (cf. Ref. 2, page 38). But since 

these sets are identical, G1:c is not changed by 
this, and 2s + 1 + q + qc must be an even num-
ber. Since the spin of particle a is half-integral, 
2s + 1 is an even number, and therefore q + qc 
must be even. The angular distribution of the de
cay products-Tg (-3, l)-is determined by only the 
even tensors of the initial state of particle a and 
the polarization of the decay protons (i.e., the 
c-tensors T~, 1±~ are determined only by the odd 
ones. By measuring the angular distribution and 
polarization of particle c we obtain direct informa
tion about p(q, v), the spin and parity of particle a, 
and, on the other hand, if these latter are known, 
we can predict all the c-tensors r:; (&, q:>). 

By integrating the angular distributiOn T~ (&, <p) 
with respect to & or cp, we can obtain general 
formulas for distributions that are directly observed 

experimentally (for example, by integrating over & 
we obtain the distribution in the angle between the 
plane of production of the A" and the plane of its 
disintegration) 16 • 

In conclusion it must be pointed out that a con
siderable part of the material presented here was 
developed by the writer in collaboration with A. M. 
Baldin (cf. Ref. 3), who is also to be thanked for 
discussions of some other points in the work. The 
writer also thanks Prof. M. A. Markov for his con
stant interest in the work and L. G. Zastavenko 
for discussion of a number of questions related to 
the theory of representations of the rotation group. 

APPENDIX I 

A quantum-mechanical state can be described 
not only by a wave function or a density matrix, 
but also by specifying the average values of a cer
tain set of operators 12• In particular, we shall de
scribe in this way the spin state of a particle (and 
of a system of particles). We remark that also what 
is measured experimentally is not the probability 
of one or another value of the projection of a spin, 
but, for example, the average valueof the spin vec
tor operator (the so-called polarization of the par
ticle). 

Let A be an operator relating to the spin varia
bles of a particle with spin i; the state of the parti
cle is described by the density matrix 
(m,.;, I p I m2 .;2), where m1 and m2 are magnetic 
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quantum numbers and ~ are all the other variables 
of the representation. We can find the average value 
of A in this state, if the matrix elements of A are 
known in the representation in which the density 
matrix is written 

We form from the components ax, ay, az of the 

spin vector operator a tensor of rank q, transform-

ing under three-dimensional rotations according to 
an irreducible representation of weight q, andde

note its components by A qv. We remark that by its 
construction this operator is a contravariant tensor, 
like a; i.e., it transforms under rotations like 
Y* (n), and not like Y (n). For example, the A 1 v qv qv 

are simply the cyclic (or canonical 11 ) components 

of u; and transform like the vector n, i.e., like 

Y* (n) = (l vI n). The dependence of the matrix 
1V 

elements of A qv on m2 and m 11 according to the 
suitably modified (vis a" contravariant" index!) 
Wigner-Eckart theorem 8, is given by: 

(1.2) 

(if the spin variables and the variables ~are separable, then (i~1 IAq li~) does not depend on ~1). Substitut
ing (I. 2) into (I.l), we see that to find A qv one need not know the density matrix directly, but the quantity 

P~,. ~ 2 (q, v) = V2i + 1 ~ (- l)i-m, (iim1 - m2[ iiqv) (m1~ 1 1 pI m2~2 ), (1.3) 
mu m2 

proportional to A qv (cf. also Ref. 12). From Eq. 

(1.3) it follows that the quantities p(q, v), 
q = 0, l, ... , 2i, v=-q, -q + 1, ... , q can char
afterize the spin state of the particle just as ade
quately as the density matrix. The inverse trans
formation from the q, v representation to the m1, m2 

representation has the form: 

(m1f:1 I r I m2~2) = (2i + 1)-'i, ~ < -1 r·i+m, 
qv 

(1.4) 
X(iim1 - m2 1 iiqv) p" ~ (q, v). 

~1• '-:>2 

In the variables ~. Pt: ~: (q, v) is just the same 
Sl, S2 

sort of density matrix as is (m1 ~2 jp J m2 ~2). From 
its origin, we can call Pt: ~: (q v) the means or sta-

stts2 

tistical means of the irreducible spin operators. 
Therefore we give them the name statistical ten
sors (abbreviated c-tensors) following Ref. 13 (page 
735). 

If we are in teres ted only in the distribution of 
probabilities for the particle to have definite values 
of the variables ~(for example, the angular distri
bution of the particles) in the state characterized 
by (m 1 ~1 Jp 1m2 ~2 ), then this will be described by 
the diagonal elements of the density matrix 

[ ~(m~1 [ pI m~2 ) J. The transformation (1.3) is so 

chosen that 

m 

and a beam of unpolarized particles would be de
scribed by'the c-tensorsPc;,,c;,(O, 0) oq0o,0 • 

The c-tensors of the initial state, p(q aV aq bvb), 

used in Sec. 2 are simply products of pairs of 
c-tensors p(qava) and p(qbvb) characterizing the 
separate spin states of particles a and b. 

After the reaction, particles c and d are spa
tially separated, and consequently do not interact. 
It can be shown that just as the wave function of a 
system of two noninteracting particles separates 
as a product of the wave functions of the two parti
cles, the density matrix and the c-tensors have a 

similar property: 

P (qc 'lcqd 'I d)= p (qc 'lc 00) p (00 qdvd) / p (0, 0, 0, 0), 

(1.5) 

where p(qcvcOO) are the c-tensors of particle c and 
p(OOqdvd) are those of particle d. These c-tensors 
suffice to characterize completely the final spin 
of the system after the reaction, if c and d do not 
form a bound system. 

We note that the "tensor moments" introduced in 
Ref. 3, 

T~ = V2i + 1 ~ (- 1)-i-m, 

X(ii- m1m2 1 iiqv) (m1 I pI m2 ) 
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(there is a misprint in Eq. (5) of Bef. 3) are related 
to the p(q, v) defined by Eq. (1.3) in the following 
way: 

T~ = (-l)q+v p (q,- v) = (- l)qp• (q, v). 

APPENDIX II 

We shall normalize all the wave functions (and 
the density matrix) of our problem in such ~ way 
that the system in the state T/ is located in the vol
ume V (a three-dimensional sphere of radius R) at 
all times, with probability 1; in the x representa
tion this condition is written 

~ (x J YJ)* (x 1 '1/) d3 x = 1. 
v 

(II. I) 

The normal.ization of the wave function of the state 
TJ in other representations must correspond to this 
normalization. 

The wave ·function (O<I>r ltm I k I) (k is the wave 
vector) normalized in accordance with Eq. (II.1) 

has the form gzk(r)Yzm(e, 1>), where glk(r) is given 
by Eq. (9) in Ref. 14. Furthermore, in accordance 
with the relation (-&cpk [lfJ.k) = (&cpk I U<Dr) (f!<Dr i lp.k) 
(integration over e, <I>, .& ' and r is understood; 
B, cp are the spherical angles of k), we can obtain 
the correctly normalized wave function or transfor
mation function (&:pk JlfJ.k). (We note that (&cpk [6<Dr) 
is equal to the expression (13) in Ref. 14, multiplied 
by v·'!,). From these considerations we get: 

• 2 h V2R ·-t 
(&rpp[l11-E) = 1tYv T-Yz~'- (&, rp) (p[E), (II.2) 

where (p I E) is defined analogously to (p I p ') (see 
below). The presence of the factor i -l assures the 
invariance of the action of the time-revers&l opera
tor on wave functions with definite l and fl, in rela
tion to the composition of angular momenta15 (i.e., 
the result of the action of this operator has the 
same form for tPl!J- as for tPhiJ1. and tPl2 f-L2, if 
1 = 11 + 12). We note that 

U!l-E I &cpp) = (&cpp I likE)* 

= (- l)- 1 +~'- (&rpp ll,- fl.., E). 
(11.3) 

Similarly it can be shown that (p I p') has the 
form of Eq. (17) in Ref. 14 (i.e., for p = p', 
(pIp')= 1, and for p f, p', (pIp')= 0). If we reouire 
that, in accordance with the formalism of Dirac 5, 

(p ''I p)(p I p') be equal to (p" I p' ), then it turns out 

t~at the normalization (ILl) require.s that the inte-

gration over p understood in (p" I p) (p J.p ') be car
ried out with the weightfactor V/(277h)3 (which is 
equivalent to a certain summation). According to 
Dirac (cf. Ref. 5, Sec. 24), this factor must be in
troduced into every formula in which integration 
over a momentum occurs. 

In connection with the normalization (11.1) there 
arises the problem of obtaining from 
p'(nc, Pc; qcvcqdvd) quantities that can be directly 
compared with the experimental results for the reac
tion a+ b .... c +d. What is the meaning of 
p' (pc; qcvcqdvd)? There is a physical system con
sisting initially (at the time-T, where T = R/v, and 
vis the absolute value of the relative velocity of 
particles a and b: v =I val+ I vb D of the particles 
a and b existing in the volume V; its state is de
scribed by the quantities 

Then p'(pc; 0, 0, 0, 0) is the probability of the ap

pearance in the volume Vat time +T of particles c 

and d with momentum Pc. The remaining p 1 with 
q c• q d• vc, vd f, 0 are quantities proportional to the 
mean values of the corresponding spin operators 
(cf. Appendix D in the ensemble of particles with 
that momentum. 

For the comparison with experiment we need first 
of all to know how many of particles c and d will 
appear per second with momenta in the range 
(pc, Pc + ~p), if the constant incident current and 
the particle density of the target are prescribed (and not 
the number of particles a and bin a certain volume). 
To get this we must first divide p1 ( Pc; 0, 0, 0, 0) 
by 2T and integrate (with weight factor V/(277h)3) 

over the range (pc, p c+ ~p). If we further multiply 

the quantity obtained by V/v (normalization to unit 
current), we get the differential cross-section of 
the reaction, ~a(nc): 

p~ is the value of the modulus of the momentum Pc 
that is required by the law of conservation of ener
gy. It is assumed that momenta with the absolute 
value p~ exist in the range (pc, Pc + ~p); ~Dis 
the solid angle of this range. 

One could obtain quantities P~ur<Pc; qc Vc W Vd) 

normalized to unit current, and related to 
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p1(p"; %Vcqdvd)in just the same way that Aa(nc) 
is related to p'(nc, Pc; 0, 0, 0, 0). They would give 
the mean values of certain spin operators in an en
semble of particles with momenta in the range 
(pc, Pc+ Ap). But the mean values so obtained 
would depend not only on the nature of the spin 
state, but also on the number of particles in the en
semble. Therefore the quantity used to character
ize just the spin state is the mean value of the 
operator A q1J (for particle c, for example), calcu-
1 ated for one p arti de: 

Aqv (pJ = (ic il Aqfj ic) PnT (nc' p~; q, '1, 0, 0) I Acr (nc) 

= (ic \\Aq 1\ iJ p (nc, pc; qv 00) I p (nc' pc; 0, 0, 0, 0). 
(11.5) 
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Processes arising in EO transitions in nuclei are considered. Equations are derived for 
the probabilities of shell electron conversion, pair production, two-photon transitions, and 
electron scattering cross section involving excitation of the EO nuclear transition. The 
calculations are carried out with Coulomb functions of the electron with allowance for the 
finite dimensions of the nucleus. The conversion probability in an EO nuclear transition 
is compared with the competing E2 and M1 nuclear transitions. Some estimates are given 
for the EO nuclear transition matrix element for various single-particle and collective nu
clear models. 

sINGLE-PHOTON NUCLEAR TRANSITIONS be-

tween states of zero spin are forbidden by the 
law of conservation of angular momentum. In this 
case the radiation transition occurs by emission of 
two (or more) quanta. A distinction is made between 
two types of transitions: the MO-transition, with a 
change in parity (O± .... o+), and the EO transition, 

in which parity remains unchanged (0 ± --> 0 ±). In 
the second case, shell electron conversion or pair 
production is .possible in addition to the two-photon 
transition. The EO conversion differs substantially 
from other multipole conversion processes in that 
the monopole potential is localized in the region of 
the nucleus, while in other conversion processes 


